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NERe TERRESTRIAL AND FRESHUATER SCIENCES DIRECTORATE AND THE SCOTTISH
\lATER INDUSTRY
1 INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this paper Is to describe the actl vi ties of the NERC
Terrestrial and Freshwater Sciences Directorate (TFSD) that are of direct
interest to the Scottish Water Industry. At present commissioned research
and applied studies are carried out by TFSD for private clients as weli as
Government Departments which In Scotland inclUde the Scottish Development
Department (SDD) and the Department of Agriculture and Fisheries for
Scotland (DAFS).
The TFS Directorate has recently reviewed its research programme in the
context of the future needs of the water Industry throughout the UK. The
objective of the review was to Identify areas of high priority research
where more effort is needed. In Scotland, SUbjects of particular concern
are the acidification of surface waters and the effects of land-use change
on water resources.
The strength of the TFS Directorate is that the programmes of fundamental
research ensure that the Institutes have the skills, analytical techniques
and experience to tackle many applied problems. TFSD also has considerable
experience In Scotland where some of its Research Stations and
experimental sites are located. Those parts of the existing programme of
strategic research relevant to the interests of the water industry are
described in Section 3. In addition to the existing projects, proposals
for new projects, designed to meet specific problems, within the main
project areas are also given.
The paper has been prepared by the Insti tute of Hydrology, with inputs
from the other TFSD Instl tutes. More detailed proposals on any of the
proposed research projects outlined in section 3 couid be produced very
qUickly. Furthermore the TFSD Institutes are also able to assist in
short-term applied studies. In the first instance readers requiring
further Information or assistance should contact Dr. A E Bailey-llatts at
the Edinburgh Research Station of the Institute of Terrestrial Ecology
(see Section 1.2.3)
1.1 RESEARCH ORGANISATIONS SERVING THE \lATER INDUSTRY
The Natural Environment Research Council, established by Royal Charter in
1965, has responsibility for planning, encouraging and carrying out
research In the physical and biological sciences which explain the natural
processes of the env ironment. The three Directorates of NERC, Earth
Sciences, Marine Sciences, and Terrestrial and Freshwater Sciences, ail
undertake research work that is of direct relevance to the regUlatory and
operational functions of the Scottish lIater Industry. However this paper
only Identifies the research capabilities and programme of the Terrestrial
and Freshwater Sciences Directorate.
In addition to the NERC Institutes, the main organisations that currently
carry out water related research are the lIater Research Centre and
HydraUlics Research PLe. NERe has working relationships with both
organisations, but their main fields of interest, and thus their research
programmes, dIffer and are complementary. Some relevant research work is
1
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also carried out by University departments. In a number of sUbjects NERC
help to co-ordlnate the national research efforts in Universities and
Institutes through establlshed liaison groups, Special Topic funding and
through sub-contractors as part of departmental contracts.
1.2 NERC TERRESTRIAL AND FRESHWATER SCIENCES DIRECTORATE
The NERC TFSD brings together an exceptionally wide range of disciplines
comprising one of the worid's largest bodies of environmental expertise.
The TFSD research programmes draw on staff whose disciplines include:
- botany
- chemistry
- computer sciences
ecology
ecotoxicology
engineering
forestry
geography
geology
hydrology
mathematics
microbiology
physics
soil science
virology
zoology
The resources of TFSD are combined together Into a comprehensive research
programme that addresses national and International needs In three main
areas:
- Ecology and conservation
- Environmental quality and pollution
- Land use and natural resources
The main TFSD Institutes concerned with actIvities relevant to the Water
Industry are the Institute of Hydrology, the Freshwater Biological
Association, soon to be renamed the Institute of Freshwater Ecology, and
the Institute of Terrestrial Ecology. Some of the research undertaken by
the Institute of Virology Is also of relevance. In Scotland, TFSD
Institutes have close lInks with the Department of AgrIculture and
Fisheries for Scotland, the Nature Conservancy Council and the Water
Research Centre who are interested in surface waters per se, and with the
Countryside Commission for Scotland, the Forestry Commission and the
Hacaulay Land Use Research Institute with interests In runoff.
The ten Research Stations of TFS, supplemented by Units in Universities
and by field sites prOVide a strategic network of facilities and expertise
coverIng the environmental variation of Britain. The network Includes
several Research Stations and experimental sites In Scotland.
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1.2.1 Institute of HydrologY
The Institute of Hydrology (IH) has a broad programme of both fundamental
and applied studies Into the movement and behaviour of water in its
translation from rainfall Into runoff or evaporation. Specific projects
range from understanding physical processes to the mathematical modelling
of catchment behaviour for environmental and engineering purposes.
Studies of water quality and pollution have become an Increasingly
Important part of the research programme In recent years. A considerable
part of the Institute's activities Is funded as commissioned research and
ensures that research activities are closely related to practical needs
and that newly developed methods are tested for a wide range of
environmental conditions.
The Nationa I Surface \later Archl ve Is ma inta 1ned at IH, conta Ining data
from almost 1200 gauging stations throughout the UK. In addition to the
computer based data retrieval system, pUbl ished yearbooks provide
information on the availability and suitability of hydrological data to
satisfy a broad-based demand within the UK and abroad.
This extensive data bank and many aspects of the IH research programme are
part icu Iar lyre Ievant to the study of the hydro Iog Ica I and water ba 1ance
implications of climate change.
IH a Iso has a strong Interest In catchment stud Ies In Scot Iand. These
Include the experimental catchment at Balquhldder where the effects of
afforestation are being studied, the Alt' Hharcaldh catchment which is
part of the Surface Water Acidification programme and other catchments
that are part of the UK Acid Waters Honltorlng Network.
Institute of Hydrology
Wallingford
OXON OX10 8BB
Tel: 0491 38800
Balquldder Site
Tulloch Lodge
Balquhldder
Lochearnhead
Perthshlre FK19 8PQ
Tel: 08774 257
1.2.2 Freshwater Biological Association
The Freshwater Biological Association (FBA) was founded to promote
fundamental research Into blology.and ecology of all kinds of freshwaters.
It Is soon to be renamed the Institute of·Freshwater Ecology (IFE). Basic
chemical and physical studies comprise an Increasing part of the research
programme, while biological studies Include taxonomy, community structure,
feeding behaviour, popUlation ecology and physiology, and their relations
with environmental variables both natural and man-Induced.
The FBA also makes Its Information serVice available to the Water
Authorities. This provides copies of the monthly current awareness lists
of pUblications on freshwater biology and chemistry, an annual list of
published· papers relating to each Authority's area, and an Immediate
response service to telephone enqUiries. The Scottish Regional Councils
3
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BH20 6BB
0929 462314
and River Purification Boards may aiso find It usefui to have access to
these services.
Huch of its commissioned work is directed towards the management of waters
with regard to Improved quality and fisheries status Including the impact
of nutrient ioad and land use thereon. HaJor developments include the
development of models to assess the impact of perturbations on the
function of freshwater systems.
Freshwater Biological Association
The Ferry House, Far Sawrey
Ambleside, Cumbria
LA22 alP
Tel: 09662 2468
The River Laboratory
East Stoke,
lIareham
Dorset
Tel:
1.2.3 Institute of Terrestrial Ecoiogy
The Institute of Terrestrial Ecology's (ITE) main concern Is the study of
the factors determining the distribution and abundance of plant and animal
species, and the structure and functioning of terrestrial ecosystems. This
research is aimed at providing a sounder scientific basis for forecasting
and mode III ng the env i ronmenta I Impacts of natura I or man-made changes
such as pollution or changes in land use.
ITE are also able to undertake detailed historical surveys to put current
environmental considerations Into perspective. The Environmental
Information Centre provides databases on land resources, geographical
information and the distribution of biological species and communities.
HE has two laboratories In Scotland, the main site Is the Edinburgh
Research Station which specialises In atmospheric pollution and tree
biology and aquatic biology. It also houses an IFE group of freshwater
ecologists. HE's interest in processes controlling the different types
of Iand use are re Ievant In th i s connect ion, a i though the research Is
centred mainly on the Herlwood research centre in Cumbria. The Banchory
Research Station specialises In upland ecology with interests in sport
animals such as deer and salmon In the Highlands. Work has also been
done on coastal protection In relation to 011 development In the North
Sea.
Institute of. Terrestrial Ecology
Edinburgh Research Station
Bush Estate, Penlculk
Hidlothian, EH26 OOB
Tel. 031 445 4343
Banchory Research Station
Hili of Brathens, Glassel
Banchory, Klncardlneshlre
AB3 4BY
Tei. 03302 3434
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Herlewood Research Station
Grange over Sands
Cumbria LA11 6JU
Tel: 04484 2264
Honks Wood Experimental Station
Abbots Ripton,
Huntingdon
Cambs. PE17 2LS
Tel: 04873 381
1.2.4 Institute of Virology
The Institute of Virology undertakes research on viruses, in particular
those that cause dIsease of arthropods and those that are transm i tted by
arthropods to other organisms. Viruses associated with mosquitoes, gnats,
sandflies, ticks, wi ld birds and feral or domestic animals are under
study, as weii as viruses of trees and wild grasses. The Institute aiso
studies the ecological importance of naturally occurring viruses both as
regulators of populations of Insect species in various ecosystems and as
potential controllers of Insect pests. There are programmes of research
at the Institute invoiving genetic engineering and custom design of viral
insecticides.
Institute of Virology
Hansfield Road
Oxford OX1 3SR
Tel: 0865 512361
2 PRIORITIES FOR RESEARCH
Through Its research Inst Itutes, the NERC TFS Directorate Is mak Ing and
will continue to make major contributions to the foliowlng areas of
research.
- Water resources
- Floods and iand dra Inage
- Water quality and effects of pollution
- Fisheries
- Environmental monitoring and Impact
assessment
- Cilmate change and its enVironmental
Implications
~ Urban hydrology
- Envlronmentai databases and data
management systems
- Regional data analysis
- Technology transfer
The following section gives brief descriptions of existing and proposed
projects in these general categories that are of direct relevance to the
Scotti sh Water Industry and that fall wIthin the expert Ise of the TFSD
Institutes. For existing projects target dates for project completion are
given, however In some cases the details of more than one project have
been combined together under one project title. For proposed projects an
5
Indication of the resources needed and the likely duration Is given.
The following table summarises the main existIng and proposed projects by
programme area.
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• SUMMARY TABLE Of EXISTING AND PROPOSED PROJECTS
•
Scottish ~ater Industry
3.1 WATER REsaJRCES
• EXISTING PROJECTS Cost/yr Duration End tl lent R.\.J'Y\ing totals
• ( k) eyears) Existing Proposed
• 3.1.1 Coq>ens8t i on fl ows 57 3 1990 DoE3.1.2 Flow regimes &biological factors
• Minimum ecological flows 16 1991 NCC
---- ====
• Total 73 73
• PROPOSED PROJECTS Cost/yr Ourat ion
• ( k) (years)
• 3.1.2 Flow regimes &biological factorssalmon migration 65 3
• habitats in vegetated rivers 61 33.1.3 Reservoir management strategies tor water 40 3
• quality3.1.4 Effect of altitude on evapotranspiration 40
• ==== ==="Total 206 73 206
•
• 3.2 FLOODS and LAND DRAINAGE
• EXISTING PROJECTS Cost/yr Duration End Client
• ( k) (years)
• 3.2.1 Update of floods Studies Report 110 ongoing MAIl3.2.2 Flood forecasting 70 ongoing MAIl
• 3.2.3 \kather radarweather radar & cl i1natic hazards 55 3 1990 DoE/HAlf/CEC
• local calibration 30 2 1989 T~A3.2.4 Snowmelt flood forecasting 4 2 1989 ST~A
• ---- 1:===Total 269 342 206
•
• PROPOSED PROJECYS cost/yr Duration( k) (years)
• 3.2.4 SncMnelt forecasting
• weather radar 40
• !:lDC: -===Totel 40 342 246
•
•
•
•
•
3.3 YATER QUALITY STUDIES
3.3.1
3.3.2
3.3.3
3.3.4
3.3.5
3.3.2
3.3.3
3.3.4
3.3.5
3.3.6
EXISTING PROJEtTS
Acidification
1. effects of acid fafn
biological effects
aquatic pollution
surface water acidification
geochemistry
2. measurement of pH in freshwaters
3. speciation of Al in natural waters
reclamation of acid waters
Toxic chemical pollution
1. irrpact modelling
3. pesticide determiNltion
River water quality models (CUASAR)
Forest impact on water quality
1. monitoring water quality
2. ~land sediment studies
Nutrient enrichment
Total
PRoPOSED PROJECTS
Toxic chemicaL pollution
1. stonm runoff
2. pesticide-sediment standards
River water quality ~ls
Forest impact on water quality
3. forestry & water teqJerature
Nutrient enrichment
long-term changes in nitrates
troph ie survey of UK l.k6
historic algal &nutrient cycLes
contribution of fish to N budget
IIlOdell fng phosphorus r<lllOVol
livestock & water quality
Predictfng raw water colour
Total
8
Cost/yr Ourltion End Client
( kl (yelrs)
90 2 1990 CEe
12 5 1990 NCC
44 3 1989 Doe
83 4 1989 Royal Society
44 4 1991 lJe l sh Off
13 5 1990 Royal Sodety
48 5 1990 CEC
29 5 1990 Br.lndust.Sand
50 5 1992 Doe
55 ongoing Doe/Nce
28 1989 SW.
87 3 1991 OoE/NERC
34 2 1989 For.Comn.
65 ongoing MAFF
Nce & others
---- ----
682 1024 246
Cost/yr Duration
( kl (years)
50 4
40 2
20 3
15 3
62 1
50 1 cost depends on rurber of sites
35 2
25 3
20 3
25 2
74 3
:1:=== ====
416 1024 662
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•3.6 ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING end IMPACT ASSESSKENT
•EXISTING PROJECTS Costlyr Duration End Client
•( k) (years)
3.6.1 Environmental impact assessment (EIA) •EIA for ofl Industry 58 ongoing OP
•EtA on coastel barreges 20 ongoing VariousEIA on land drainage &reservoirs 10 ongoiog Various
EIA methodologies 50 ongoing NERC •
==== ----
Totot 138 1707 1246 •
•
3.7 CLIMATE CNANGE •
EXISTING PROJECTS Cost/yr Ourat ion End Cl ient •( k) (years)
.'3.7.3 Implications of sca-level change
coostol engineering protection 55 1989 EEC •vegetation for engineering 45 1992 AIJA/NCC
.~.. •Total 100 1807 1246
•
PROPOSED PROJECTS Cost/yr Our.tion •k) (years)
3.7.1 I~ct on water quality •effKts on WlIIter qual tty 60 4
3.7.2 I~ct on low-flows 57 •==.. 11: u===
Total 117 1807 1363 •
•
•3.8 LAND USE end HYDROlOGY
•EXISTING PROJECTS Cost/yr Duration End Client
•3.8.1 lard use ctIange & water resources lOS 10 1991 various
3.8.2 Broadleaf afforestation 100 4 1992 Doe •3.8.3 Distributed modelling
IHDIl RID 60 6 1990 MAFF •remote sensing of grassland IS 2 1990 Various
remote sensing for ~abitatl 35 1 1989 Various •3.8.4 Multispectral remote sensing
vegetation physiology & Itress 15 1990 NERC •
-=== ==IJS
Total 330 2137 1363 •
•
•
•
•10
•
•
•
• 3.9 URBAN HYDROLOGY
• EXISTING PROJECTS Cost/yr Ourat;on End Cl lent
• ( k) (years)
• 3.9.1 Urbanisation and catchment response 18 , 1990 MAff
==::.; ':>1;==
• Total 18 Z155 1.163
•
• PROPOSED PROJECTS Costlyr Durat i on( k) (years)
• 3.9.2 flood risk assessment with level 50
• effected outfe~ls3.9.3 Remote sensing for urban hydrology Z1
• ===:::: ====Totol
" 2155 1434
•
• 3.10 ENVIRONMENTAL DATABASES and DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
• EXISTING PROJECTS Cost/yr Duration End Cl ient
• k) (years)
• 3.10.1 Environmental Jnfonnation Centre 300 long·tenn DoE & NCC3.10.Z National surface weter .rchive ZSO long· term NERC
• 3.10.5 National biological classification of riversR1VPACS 50 I "'As jointly
• natural & polluted river cOlIITUlitles 170 4 Doe3.10.6 Land use change in Britain 400 ongoing Doe/DEn/others
• ---- c===Tot.l 1170 33Z5 1434
•
• PROPOSED PROJECTS Cost/yr Duration( k) (years)
• 3.10.3 Natfonal water quality .rchive 140 long·tenn
• 3. fO.4 Nat ;en,l biologicat archive 150 long-u~rm3.10.5 National biological classification of rivers
• bancH ng surveys 40RIVPACS _""""rt 140
• C=:2 DC::Total 470 33Z5 1904
•
•
•
•
•
•
• 11
•
--- - -
3.11 REGIONAL DATA ANALYSIS
EXISTING PROJECTS Cost/yr Duration End Cl lent
( k) (years)
3.11.1 Water InfonmBtion systems 240 ongoing MAFF
3.11.2 Digital terrain models
database I thematic stt.dies 88 ongoing MAFF
ToUl 328
PROPOSED PROJECTS Cost/yr Duration
k) (years)
3.\\.2 Digital mapping - low-flows & 80 ,
pollut ion
Total 80
Cost/yr Duration
k) (years)
Cost/yr Duration
k) (years)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•::":l" ----
3653 1904 •
•
•
•
:::=
---- •3653 1984
•
•
•
•
•
•c:=:: a::::=
3693 1984 •
•
•
•
•c:::: acc::
3693 20Z9 •
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
HERC
HERC
End CU~t
2
zo
25
45
20
20
40
12
EXISTING PROJECTS
TOUl
Torel
PROPOSED PROJECTS
3.12.3 QUASAR: development into interactive
micro-based ~l
3.12 lECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
3.12.1 Micro FSR
3.12.2 HYllATA
3.12.4 MAGIC
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Problem :
3 PROJECT DESCRIPTIONS
3.1 WATER RESOURCES
ClIent
DoE
the Water
discharge
End
19903
DuratIon
Years
Av cost
£k/yr
57
Objective
To update the low-flow estimation techniques In current use by
Industry to set compensation flows, abstraction licences,
consents, etc.
3.1.1 Applications of Low Flow StUdy
Description :
The desired levels of compensation flows and decisions on abstraction
licenses and discharge consents have rarely been based on objectively
derived low-flow criteria. The IH Low Flow StUdy used data up to 1974 to
define low-flow criteria, their method of calculation and estimation for
ungauged catchments. Since then severa 1 extreme summer droughts have
occurred, improved hydro Iog ica 1 databases have become ava i 1ab Ie, and more
efficient computer-based reglonalisatlon procedures developed.
Existing project
The low-flow estimation procedure for Scotland (supported by the SDD) Is
under revision using Improved hydrological response map HOST (Hydrology of
5011 Types). Additional Improvements will arise from the preparation of a
pc based design procedure Micro Low Flows.
Existing techniques for low-flow estimation methods are being updated
using new theoretical methods, the extended hydrological, soils and
geographical databases now available, and also Incorporating feedback on
the previous methods from Water Authority users.
3.1.2 Flow regimes and biological factors
Compensation flows
There are continual pressures to Increase abstractions from rivers and
aqUifers, or to reduce compensation releases from reservoirs. Such
changes in flow regime can affect the plant and animal life of the river
downstream.
Problell :
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Objective I
To examine the relationships between flow conditions and existing flora
and fauna to predict critical points at which shifts or deterioration in
species abundance and diversity might be expected.
Description I
The FBA have carried out field and experimental studies to Investigate
methods of combining physical and biological approaches to setting minimum
ecological flows. Existing expertise on salmon counting and tagging could
be used to investigate the relationship between upstream movements of
adult salmon and the velocity and discharge of the river. Broader studies
could look at the relationships between particular flow conditions and the
existing flora and fauna to predict critical points at which shifts In
species abundance (e.g. nuisance algae) or deterioration In the diversity
and abundance of fly life might be expected. The compet It Ive ba lance
between plant species and flows Is amenable to an experimental approach
under which the relationship could be defined with greater accuracy.
Existing project Av cost Duration End Client
£k/yr Years
Hin ecological flows 16 3 1991 NCC
Proposed projects Av cost Duration
£k/yr Years
Salmon migration 65 3
Habitats In vegetated rivers 61 3
3.1.3 Hanagement strategies for reservoir water quality
Problem I
Deterioration of reservoir quality can occur I f appropriate reservoir
management techniques are not employed.
Objective :
To prOVide advice and water quality management strategies for IndiVidual
reservoirs.
Description I
TFSD Institutes have combined their experience of lake mixing, surface
water chemistry, and microbiology to contribute to the more effect Ive
management of water qua II ty and the def Init Ion of opt Imum management
strategies for reservoirs. This work could be extended to Incorporate
scientific answers to questions on nutrient stripping, fish management,
aeration and the benefits of flushing.
14
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Problem :
Description I
Objective:
3
Duration
Years
3
Duration
Years
Av cost
£k/yr
40
Av cost
£k/yr
40
3.1.4 Effect of altitude on potential evaporation
Altitude & evaporation
Regional estimates of potential evaporation In Britain are based on
extrapolation of results from a sparse network of meteorological stations
most of which are at low altitude. An accurate assessment of evaporation
is necessary to esti mate the water resource of a catchment. Ex isti ng
gUidel ines postUlate that evaporation decreases with altitude, but data
from the Balquhidder experimental catchment suggests that the opposite is
true.
To study the relationship between altitude and evaporation.
Reservoir management
for water quality
3.2 FLOODS and LAND DRAINAGE
Proposed project
Sites of different land-uses at a range of elevations would be selected
within the existing experimental catchments at Balquhldder and appropriate
monitoring networks Installed.
3.2.1 Update of Floods Studies Report
Proposed project
Problem :
Since publication of the Floods Studies Report (FSR) In 1975 there have
been many advances In statistical methods of flood frequency analysis, and
more data are available. FSR design techniques are In widespread use
throughout the UK, but now require review and some revision.
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ObjectIve •
To incorporate the latest theoretical developments and most recent basic
data Into FSR design procedures.
Description •
The extensive floods database now available at IH, together with physical
catchment data available from geographical Information systems, are being
analysed with the newest statistical techniques.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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3.2.3 Weather radar In the alleviation of climatic hazards
Problem •
Objective •
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HAFF
Client
HAFF
Client
End
End
ongoing
Duration
Years
ongoing
Duration
Years
Av cost
£k/yr
110
Av cost
£k/yr
70
the ImplementatIon of an operatIonal system for a
However, the general design of the system would be
UK river basins.
Existing project
3.2.2 Flood forecasting
Problem :
Update FSR
&associated work
Short-term flood forecasts based on rainfall data could be Improved by
Incorporating flow data observed In real-time.
Existing project
Description •
To develop operational real-time flood forecasting systems that use Inputs
from both real-time rainfall and flow data.
IH are developing an operational real-time flow forecasting system which
Includes rainfall-runoff and channel routing elements and also represents
the fluvial-tidal Interface. The model forecasts are updated using
telemetry to Improve forecast performance.
The project Involves
specifIc river basin.
appropriate for other
Flood forecasting
The extreme raInfall that leads to damaging flooding can often be
1. To Improve the snowmelt component of flood forecasting models.
2. To Improve determination of snow cover using weather radar, .and after
1990, satellite microwave data.
1. An appropriate snowmelt model Is being adapted for use In an
operational system. The aim Is to produce a model that could be applied
to other parts of the UK with little modification.
localised and Is difficult to measure using traditional methods. Weather
radar allows continuous measurements of rainfall to be made In space and
time. Major advances have been made In the last decade In the operational
use of such data for flood warning and prevention. Huch remains to be
done.
Operational flood forecasting systems often perform poor Iy when snowmel t
contributes to the flood hydrograph. This Is partly due to poor
representation of the snowmelt processes In the model and partly due to
Inadequate know Iedge of the extent. depth and water equ Iva Ient of IyIng
snow.
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ca 1i brating weather radar. and to investigate the
other climatic data and catchment characteristics
In order to Improve forecasts, warnings and
Objective I
Description I
Existing projects Av cost Duration End Client
£k/yr Years
Weather radar , 55 3 1990 DoE &
climatic hazards others
Weather radar calibration 30 " 1989 TWA
To Improve methods of
use of weather radar,
from extreme events
operational procedures.
An operat i ona I system is be ing deve loped to comb ine reg iona I ra infa II
Information derived from telemetry systems with weather radar data to give
better updated rainfall estimates and short-term high resolution rainfall
forecasts. The system Is bel ng incorporated into a computer controlled
flood warning system. The system being developed would be suitable for
widespread use.
3.2.4 Snowmelt flood forecasting
Obj eelIves I
Problem I
Descriptions •
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•I:
I ~-
2. Precipitation would be estimated from weather radar and compared with
observed data from heated ralngauges complemented by data from a snow
survey network. Calibration procedures would be developed from this
comparison.
Existing project Av cost Duration End Client
£k/yr Years
Snowmelt flood 4 2 1989 STIIA
forecasting
Proposed project Av cost Duration
£k/yr Years
Snowmelt measurement & 40
weather radar
3.3 VATER QUALITY
3.3.1 Acidification of soils and water
Problem :
The atmospheric deposition of sulphur and nitrogen compounds Is altering
the water chemistry and ecology of catchments throughout the UK. Such
changes have caused a deterioration In water quality and catchment ecology
and are thus a major concern to the water Industry and environmental
groups. TFS has provided leading research In acidification over more than
a decade. However, further research Is required to extend and refine the
prediction of what types of catchment are susceptible to acidification,
what extent and timescale of the problem Is likely to be for a range of
emission scenarios, and which land management practices are likely to
ameliorate or exacerbate the problem.predlct what types of catchment will
be susceptible to acidification and what the extent and time scale of the
problem is likely to be for a range of emission scenarios.
Many of the chemical processes of acidification are stili poorly
understood. Some new monitoring and analytical methods have been
developed, but this research needs to be continUed.
Objectives I
1. To develop models of the acidification processes to assess the effects
on water quality, soil chemistry and ecology of land use changes (such as
afforestation), changing deposition, or land management practices such as
liming.
2. To Improve analytical methods for stUdying water and soil chemistry.
3. To study the Impact of aluminium on a number of animals.
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4. To study the mobllisation and transfer of elements wIthin soils and
from soils to water.
5. To Investigate methods of reversIng acidification.
6. To maintain existing monitoring networks.
Descriptions I
1. Selected catchments In the UK (Including 9 In Scotland) and elsewhere
In Europe have been Instrumented, and models of acidification developed.
The models have been calibrated against field data and val idated using
paleoecological records. Biological and ecological surveys are also being
carr ied out.
2. The measurement of pH In freshwaters 1s surpr i sing 1y Inaccurate, and
techniques are being developed for accurate measurement.
3. One effect of acidification Is the speciation of aluminium. This and
the impact of toxic aluminium on animal populations are being
investigated. For example, egg shell thinning In dippers and its
association with acidification Is being examined.
4. Improved methods for reclaiming acid waters from industrial sites are
also being developed.
5. A series of covered plot experiments using deacidified water to assess
the speed and recovery of soli and stream waters are proposed.
6. Geographic Information systems are being used to provide information on
the vulnerability of catchments to acidification. A database has been
established covering the whole of \Iales and draWing on pedological and
geological Information and on land-use data In order to assess risks of
acidification of surface waters. It Is planned to extend this exercise to
cover the whole of the UK.
Existing projects Av cost Duration End Client
SJ</yr Years
Effects of acid rain 90 2 1990 CEC
Biological effects 12 5 1990 NCC
Aquatic pollution 44 3 1989 DoE
Surface water acidification 83 4 1989 Roy Soc
Geochemistry 44 4 1991 \Ielsh Off
Measurement of pH 13 5 1990 Roy Soc
Speciation of Al 48 5 1990 CEC
Reclamation of acid waters 29 5 1990 Brit Ind
Sand
3.3.2 Toxic chemical pollution In catchments
Problem I
Diffuse toxic chemicals, Including agricultural pesticides, enter rivers
through surface and ground waters. Surface waters are a Iso po II uted by
point sources from urban runoff, and domestic and Industrial sewage
effluent. The resulting pollution threatens water supplies, as well as
the wlidllfe associated with the waterways.
Toxic chemicals such as DOE, HEaD, PCBs and mercury are concentrated In
species at the top of the food chain. Study of the accumulation of toxins
In such species can give a good overall Indication of environmental
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pollution which Is difficult to assess using other methods.
Some pesticides and other toxins are accumulated in trace quanti ties in
river sediment particles. Analytical procedures are difficult, and It Is
not easy to standardise results between laboratories.
Objectives:
1. To monitor the distribution and movement of pesticides on land, In
surface and groundwater and In sediments, and to develop models of toxic
chemical, pesticide and fertilizer runoff.
2. To establish the real long-term trends In toxin levels and to chart and
evaluate their effects on wildlife.
3. Establish analytical standards for measurements of pesticides and other
toxins, particularly In sediments.
Descriptions I
1. Field measurements are providing data for model development. The
models will be available for strategic planning.
2. Surveys of the Ieve Is of Important tox Ins In predatory birds (heron,
kingfisher, great crested grebe) and otters have been carried out for over
25 years and need to be continued.
3. Analytical procedures for selected toxic chemicals, particularly In
sediments, are being reviewed and Intercomparisons of various measuring
laboratories made.
Existing projects Av cost Duration End Client
£k/yr Years
Impact modelling 50 5 1992 DoE
Pesticide determination 55 ongoing DoEI
NCC
Proposed projects Av cost Duration
fl</yr Years
Pesticides In storm 50 4
runoff
Pesticide-sediment 40 ?
standards
3.3.3 River water quality models
Problem I
In river catchments with complex flow regimes and where a wide range of
options for both sewage discharges and supply abstractions are available,
techniques are needed to give an objective and rapid assessment of changes
In water quality during planning or operation so as to Identify potential
problems.
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Objective •
To develop a numerical model of a river catchment to be used for the rapid
assessment of lIater quality changes follolling major perturbations, and
also for planning purposes.
Description :
A prototype system has already been developed and tested. It needs to be
improved by add 1ng extra components and a better user interface. The
generalised model, once fully developed and tested, lIould have application
for many UK rivers. The mode I cou 1d be used for operat Iona I as lie II as
planning purposes and lIould provide optimal solutions whilst giving
adequate environmental protection.
Existing project Av cost Duration End Client
£k!yr Years
River water quality model 28 1989 SIIIIA
Proposed project Av cost Duration
£k!yr Years
Further development of 20 1
models
3.3.4 Impact of forestry on water quality
Problell I
Forestry and other changes In upland land use have contributed to the
acidification and the consequent adverse ecological effects on soils and
stream waters In upland Britain. Both drainage for planting and the
disturbance caused by felling Increase the particulate materials entering
upland watercourses. This leads to a variety of ecological effects such
as reducing growth of aquatic plants and making gravel unsuitable for
salmonld eggs. Forestry practices also affect lIater temperatures and can
lead to adverse chemical and ecological effects.
ObJecllves •
1. To stUdy lIater quality changes In forest streams before, during and
after an intensive forestation programme.
2. To stUdy the effects of forestry on sedimentation and hence river
ecology.
3. To stUdy the disproportionate effect of forestry on temperature changes
In lIater and the consequent reiease of some chemicals on the embryonic
deveiopment of salmonid fishes, and the Invertebrate food supply.
Descriptions •
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ObjectIves :
1. To better understand the processes of eutrophication.
2. To establish an appropriate ranking procedure for water quality.
3. To prOVide objective methods for settIng nutrIent standards with
Existing projects Av cost Duration End Client
£k!yr Years
Forest Impact on water 87 3 1991 DoE!
qua 1i ty NERC
Upland sediment studies 34 ., 1989 For C
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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•
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Duration
Years
Av cost
£k!yr
3.3.5 Nutrient enrichment
Forestry & water temperature 15
Proposed project
1. Honitoring of water quality in experimental catchments during a cycle
of forestry development.
2. Honitoring of erosion and sedimentation processes. Examination of the
ecological consequences of increased sedimentation such as the reduction
in growth of aquatic plants and making gravel unsuitabie for salmonid
eggs.
3. Hore detailed field and experimental studies of the changes in stream
temperature and the chemical and ecological consequences would be carried
out.
Problem :
Nutrient enrichment of freshwater bodies has serious implications for
water supply, wildlife and conservation. The impacts, in this regard, of
'new' industries such as fish farming and afforestation, need to be
established, in addition to those of the lore traditional activities
associated with sewage disposal and agriculture. The ecological effects
of runoff bearing Increased levels of phosphorus and nitrogen (especially
nitrate and ammonia) are considerable.
Some aspects of this eutrophication are reasonably well understood, for
example the effects on microscopic plants (Algae) and higher aquatic
vegetat Ion. Processes relat Ing to what control s the obserVed shl fts in
the concentrations of nutrients In running waters, and the
concentration-flow relationship are not well defined. The effects of
factors such as atmospheric inputs, groundwater contributions and climatic
events, have still to be distinguished.
All standing waters are SUbject to COPA (Control of Pollution Act) and CEC
directives and a national classification of water quality Is needed.
Phosphorus Inputs to a few lakes In the UK have been reduced with varying
results: the response by the sediments need further Investigation before
models adequate Iy describing the behaviour of dl fferent types of
freshwater can be developed.
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Descriptions •
Discoloured water supplies may not meet the required standards and are
often considered to be unacceptable by the general pUblic. Research at
one site has already shown that heather burning, drainage limitations,
stocking densities and certain rainstorm events are all factors which
respect to environmental and water quality.
4. To assess the threat of Intensive fish farming to local water quality,
with particular emphasis on nitrogen species.
5. To predict rate of recovery of lake water quality following phosphate
removal.
6. To assess the effects of various nutrient control scenarios on total
Inputs and theIr seasonality.
Client
NCC &
others
End
3
3
2
1
1
2
Duration
Years
ongoing
Duration
Years
Av cost
£k/yr
65
Av cost
SJ</yr
Existing project
Nutrient enrichment
1. A desk study of long-term nl trate records whIch show marked
oscIllations that may be related to changes In atmospherIc nitrogen,
groundwater levels, and climatic events.
2. To further develop recent studies In which a cost-effectIve method of
ranking water quality based on total phosphorus and total InorganIc
nitrogen was developed.
3. An experimental study would be carrIed out on the levels of nutrIents
suItable for the maintenance of specIfic standards of environmental and
water qua 1i ty.
4. A nitrogen budget model for trout would be developed from exIsting
Information on food Intake, metabolism and growth In relation to
temperature and other variables.
5. It Is proposed to develop a model to predict the recovery time of a
lake following phosphorus removal.
6. IIhere suffIcient data exists to allow a seasonal assessment, compare
and contrast the effects of different control programmes.
Proposed projects
Survey of long-term changes 62
In nitrates
Trophic survey of UK lakes 50
HistorIc algal &nutrIent 35
cycles
Fish &the N bUdget 25
ModellIng phosphorus removal 20
Effects of Intensive 25
livestock rearing on surface
water qua 1i ty
3.3.6 Predicting raw water colour
Problem I
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Description I
Objective I
Descriptions :
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Duration
Years
Av cost
£k/yr
74
3 .4 POLLUTION
Water colour predictions
& modelll ng
3.4.1 Sediments
All relevant data would be collated and the characteristics of those
catchments susceptible to increases In water colour Identl fled.
Predictive models would be developed to show how soil properties, rainfall
depth and Chemistry, and land-use influence the concentrations of coloured
organ i c compounds. The app II cat Ion of the mode lsi n pi ann 1ng up Iand
management and land- use changes would be considered.
contribute to colour problems. A way of predicting In general terms the
processes and catchment characteristics that lead to highly discoloured
water Is needed.
To collate all available data on water colour, and to develop appropriate
models.
Proposed project
Problem I
1. The Importance of selected lypophilic pollutants would be evaluated
using a combination of laboratory and macrocosm experiments.
Objectives I
1. To demonstrate how existing water quality guidelines relate to the
development of sediment quality criteria.
2. To develop a general diffusion and adsorption model.
3. To develop two-dImensional, tlme-dependent flux models of metal
release.
Hany organic compounds, Including pesticides and detergents, become
associated with sediments. Present techniques are unable to describe their
transport In the sediments and predict the behaviour of classes of
pollutants In different sediment mixtures and particle size groups.
Similarly, metals are rapidly recycled at sediment-water Interfaces, and
traditional steady-state models underestimate the fluxes of metals.
Objective:
Description :
2. Appropriate fieid and experimental data would be used to develop new
models.
To assess the effects of sub-lethal concentrations of selected
mlcropollutants on established communities of plants and animals.
Client
DoE
End
1989
3
3
4
3
3
Duration
Years
Duration
Years
Duration
Years
25
Av cost
SJ</yr
49
40
40
Av cost
£k/yr
40
37
Av cost
SJ</yr
Existing project
3.4.2 Effects on animals
Proposed projects
Pesticide-particle
Quality criteria
Organic pollutants in
sediments
Pesticide-particle
interact! on
Hetal release from
sediments
Problem :
Little is known of the effects of sub-lethal concentrations of selected
micropoll utants on establl shed communi ties of plants and anima Is. One
example Is the watercress industry which uses zinc for disease control,
which becomes Incorporated In the sediments, plants and animals
downstream. Another example Is the effect of insecticide used to control
forest pests.
Recirculating experimental streams would be used to stUdy the rates of
uptake and loss of zinc and other mlcropollutants from the various
components of the ecosystem.
Proposed project
Evaluation of 110
mlcropollutants
Zinc &stream ecosystems 33
The fate of insecticides In 55
freshwaters within forest
ecosystems
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3.4.3 Hodeiling of caesium
Problem ,
There Is some evidence that reservoirs with upland peaty catchments are
now showing high caesium concentrations long after Chernobyl. This high
vulnerablll ty to radlonucl ide depos Itlon follow ing atmospheric poll utlon
from any future Chernobyl-type Incident needs further research.
ObjectIve I
To Identify appropriate monitoring procedures and to improve the validity
of models of radlonucllde transport.
DescriptIon I
The eXistIng steady state planning model would be improved and used to
predict freshwater caesium levels so that the uptake by algae,
invertebrates and fish can be assessed following any future incidents.
The research would buIld on the studies on post-Chernoby I transfers of
caesium Into and sedimentation within lakes carried out by FBA and ITE and
on the Intensive studies of caesium mobility in different
soil-vegetation-anlmal systems.
The principles developed for caesium transport can be extended to other
radionuclldes, based on their known physical chemistry and on the known
system priorities which determine element dynamics.
ExIsting project Av cost Duration End ClIent
£k/yr Years
Caesium modelling 10 2 1990 CEC
Geochemistry of 26 4 1990 DoE
radionuclldes
Rad IonucIIdes In 250 'l 1991 DoE, HAFF
vegetation and soil SDD
Proposed projects Av cost Duration
£k/yr Years
Caesium transport model 30 3
3 . 5 FISHERIES
3.5.1 Salmonld fish
Problem ,
Studies of the effects of changes In flow regimes and land management on
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saimonid fish In the Lake District, Pennines and the River Frome (Dorset)
have been undertaken for over 20 years. They have prov Ided a cont Inua I
source of advice and need to be maintained and supplemented by additional
projects In order to keep up wIth the latest developments. Other work of
UK-wide relevance carried out In northern BrItain focuses on the status of
rare BrItish freshwater fish.
ObJectives,
1. To maintain eXisting long-term records on salmonid populations.
2. To investigate stock,recruitment relationships of salmon in a southern
river.
3. To determine the degree of competition between young salmon and young
trout.
4. To assess the dens Ity dependent re lat Ionsh ip between stocked ra i nbow
trout and natural populations of salmonids.
5. To develop a stochastic model for predicting growth of trout in
relation to varying water temperatures.
6. To assess the distrIbution of rare fish and, if appropriate, develop a
management strategy for their re-stocking in suitable habitats.
Descriptions I
Existing long-term records will be continued. The existing data on adult
salmon in the River Frome would provide a basis for developing other
studies on factors affecting this species, The Installation of a smolt
trap wou Id estab 1ish a year-to-year re Iat i onsh ip between the number of
adult fish entering the river to spawn and the numbers of smolts migrating
to the sea.
The growth rates and mortality of trout and salmon fry will be determined
In experimental channels stocked at three di fferent densities. Brown
trout and rainbow trout will be maintained in experimental channels to
assess the relative impact of Increasing density with brown trout or with
rainbow trout.
The FBA has a single deterministic model of trout growth which wi II be
improved into a stochastic model. The brown trout is widespread In Europe
and such a model could be used as a management tool to assess the effects
of clImate change or other factors affecting temperature regimes.
Existing projects Av cost Duration End Client
£k/yr Years
PopUlation dynamics of 51 2.2 ongoing NERC/HAFF
brown trout
Hanagement and re-stocklng 50 Ii ongoing NCC
of rare fish
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Objectives I
1. Natural salmonld populations will be sampled and blood samples obtained
for cortisol determination and blood cell counts. Records of weight,
length, age, sex, etc. will also be made.
2 . Estab11 shed methods wIII be used to measure the Ieve Is of chron Ic
stress In the populations.
1. To monitor seasonal physiological changes In natural populations of
salmonld fish In a range of environments.
2. To examine the effects of environmental stresses and determine
appropriate parameters of fish health for use In detection of potential
environmental problems.
Descriptions I
Several years ago, the FBA built extensive rearing and holding facilities
for experimental studies on fish. These have been used mainly for studies
of endocrine physiology, particularly to understand the effects of stress
on trout. Substantial and persistent endrocrlne disturbances can be
caused which can offset, for example, susceptibility to disease. Existing
studies on stress In trout are now at a stage where they could be extended
to the effects of stresses on salmonlds In the natural environment such as
spates, acid pUlses, droughts or sublethal pollution.
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HAFF
CHentEnd
5
4
Duration
Years
Duration
Years
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Av cost
£k/yr
118
3.5.2. Physiology of stress
Proposed projects Av cost
£k/yr
Problem
Stock I recru Itment 40
relationships of
salmon
Competition between young 40
salmon &trout
Relationship between 40
stocked trout &
natural salmonlds
A stochastic model for 40
trout growth
Existing projects
The physiology of
stress responses
Problem :
3.6 ENVIRONHENTAl HONITORING and IKPACT ASSESSHENT
Objective •
Description •
3
Duration
Years
Av cost
Sklyr
30
3.6.1 Environmental Impact assessment (EIA)
PrOposed proJeet
As the CEC directives have been under discussion for several years many
developers have already demanded EIA and TFSD has acquired considerable ad
hoc experience In carrying out such appraisals. During this work It has
become clear that Improved methods are reqUired.
Recent CEC directives now require EIA as an Integral part of the planning
process for major developments. Many scientists from a wide range of
disciplines may be required to contribute to major EIA. Inputs require
carefu 1 cons Iderat Ion and there Is a Iways the concern that Independent
Interdisciplinary issues are not overlooked.
The Terrestrial and Freshwater Sciences Directorate of NERC has
established a Task Force to examine the best way of Identifying EIA
problems and of mounting scientific teams to address these. A number of
specific research Investigations have begun.
Environmental stress
&ecophyslology
of fish
Existing project Av cost Duration End Cl1ent
Sk/yr Years
EIA for oil Industry 58 ongoing BP
EIA on coastal barrages 20 ongoing VARIOUS
EIA on land drainage and 10 ongoing VARIOUS
resevolr sites
Development of EIA 50 ongoing NERC
methodology
To develop an EIA methodology which addresses the requirements of the CEC
directive for major developments projects.
TFSD Is Involved in very specialised aspects of EIA projects being carried
out for developments such as the Channel tunnel, onshore oil development
in Dorset, estuarine barrages, siting of water storage reservoirs and land
drainage schemes.
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Problem I
3.7 CLIMATE CHANGE
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Duration
Years
30
interpreting likely climate change scenarios as predicted by
Global Circulation Hodels (GCH).
The current TFSD programme on climate change, which Is being carried out
in collaboration with other agencies such as the UK Heteorological Office,
comprises three main elements I
ObJective:
assessing the extent of climate change by comparing the existing
climate with long-term meteorological and hydrological records.
There is now a scientific consensus that Increasing concentrations of
atmospheric pollutants will lead to global warming and changes In rainfall
and evaporation. However there Is much debate and scientific uncertainty
on what the consequences of climate change are likely to be, and in
particular how the aquatic environment will be affected.
3.7.1 Impact on water guality
impact studies aimed at Identifying the possible effects of
climate change as predicted by GCHs on the natural environment.
The Interactions between hydrology, water quality and terrestrial systems
are extremely complex and Involve many feedback mechanisms. Water quality
is an essential component of water resource management and maintenance of
the fluvial environment. \later quality Is dependent on many factors such
as rainfall, river flows, temperature, animal and plant growth rate,
survival and so on, all of which will be affected by climate change. The
likely Impact of climate change on these factors needs to be quantified.
\.,
Effects on water quality 60
Description •
To develop models to link water quality with climate change, and to assess
the modelling and statistical techniques for the anaiysis of trends.
Proposed project Av cost
SJ</yr
CI imate change scenarios from Global Circulation Models would be used to
determine the possible effects of climate change on water quality. The
studies on water qquallty will be linked with current and proposed
research In TFS on the Impact of climate change on land use, vegetation
and management.
Problem ,
31
ObJective:
Descr ipti on :
4
Duration
Years
Av cost
£k/yr
57Impact on low-flows
Proposed project
3.7.3 Implications of sea-level change
Objective
3.7.2 Impact on low-flows
Progress has been made on understanding the links between low flow
characteristics and climate variables, which will allow the possible
effects of climate change on flow regime to be assessed.
To study the recent pattern of extreme hydrological events and the
relationship between historical changes In low flows and fluctuations In
the mean northern hemisphere climate.
There have been suggestions that the occurrence of droughts over the
period 1972-1984 has been due to climate change rather than the natural
year-to-year variability In climate.
Problell •
eli mate change, the assoc Iated rise In sea Ieve I, and a Iso Industr Ia I
development have serious Implications for coastal protection and sea
defences as well as the local ecology. Potential pollutIon problems may
result from reworking of sediments.
To assess ecological effects of rises In sea-level due to climate change
and the possible consequences on sea-defences, and to examine the
possibilities of using vegetation as a supplementary form of coastal
defence.
DescriptIon ,
ITE are undertaking various ecological studIes on salt marsh processes In
collaboration with Dutch, French and Portugese scientIsts. They are also
represented on the review panel considerIng work on land use, coastal
morphology and geography.
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Problem :
3.8 LAND USE and HYDROLOGY
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NERC
CllentEnd
1991
Duration
Years
10
Existing projects Av cost Duration End Cllent
£/yr Years
Coastal erosion protection 55 4 1989 EEC
Vegetation for engineering 45 7 1992 AliA
/NCC
Land-use change & water 105
resources
Existing project Av cost
£k/yr
Li ttle was known about the effects of upland afforestation on catchment
y ie Id and water qua Ii ty before IH started a number of catchment research
projects in the 1960s. In some catchments it has been shown that
afforestation can cause a reduction In runoff of up to 15%. Such a
reduct Ion wou Id have j mportant consequences for water resources. so the
issue needs to be kept under continuous review.
3.8.1 Effects of land-use change on water resources
Description ,
To assess the effects of upland forestry management on both water quantity
and qual ity.
Objective:
Problem ,
3.8.2 Broadleaf afforestatIon In lowlands
Continued monl torlng will allow the further development of comprehens I ve
models for the prediction of the effects of land-use change on water
resources, quality, and sedimentation.
It Is expected that broadleaf plantatIon in lowland and marginal land
areas of Britain wi 11 Increase sIgnificantly over the next few years In
response to changes In agricultural polley. The precise effects of this
type of land use change on the hydrology and chemIstry of lowland
catchments are not clear.
Problem •
Objective.
Objective :
Description ,
DoE
CI ientEnd
19924
Duration
Years
Duration End Client
Years
6 1990 HAFF
2 1990 Various
1989 Various
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EXisting project Av cost
£k/yr
Broadleaf afforestation 100
3.8.3 Distributed modelling to assess effects of land-use.change on
catchment runoff
To establish the chemical and hydrological processes of broadleaf
plantations In the UK lowlands.
It Is difficult to predict the likely effects of land-use change. However
distributed models, such as the IH distributed model (IHDH), whose
parameters are based on physical characteristics have considerable
potential and could be developed further.
Existing projects
To Investigate the potential of the IHDH In predicting runoff from small
catchments, and also predicting changes In runoff regime caused by
land-use changes and different land management practices.
The IHDH allows different land-uses to be represented with parameters
based on physical characteristics. The use of remote sensing and
documentary evidence allows historical changes In land-use to be
quantified and used In predictive models. When linked with land-use and
vegetation mapping and monitoring, the models can be verified and used to
stUdy major water resource development schemes.
Av cost
SJ</yr
IHDH R&D 60
Remote sensing of grassland 15
and land cover mapping
Remote sensing for habitats 35
Description ,
'Detailed experiments of evaporation and the water relations of broad leaf
plantations are being carried out, from which the effects on water
resources and quality can be deduced. The hydrology and chemistry studies
wi II bui Id in terrestrial research on planting options for broad leaved
woodlands and their effects on evapotranspiration and soil water
chemistry.
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Problell I
Objective I
DescriptIon ,
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
NERC
ClIentEnd
19901
Duration
Years
Av cost
£k/yr
15
ExIsting projects
It Is notoriously difficult to accurately assess the chemical Inputs to
grassland on a catchment level. However It has been shown that
mUltispectral remote sensing could provide useful quantitative Information
not available from traditional methods. In addition to recording land
cover within catchments, mUltispectral remote sensing can also provide
Information on the condition of vegetation.
To Investigate the potentia 1 of airborne mu Itl spectral rad iometers and
spectrometers for estimating application levels of agricultural chemicals
to grassland.
3.8.4 MUltispectral remote sensing
MUltIspectral remote sensing, in addition to recording the nature of land
cover within catchments can In principle provide Information on the
condl tlon of vegetation by observing the plant response of canopies at
different spectral frequencies. ITE Is investigating the potential use of
airborne radIometers and spectrometers to assess the quantity of
agrIcultural chemicals such as lime and nitrogen-based fertilizers applied
to grassland.
Vegetation physiology
and stress
3.9 URBAN HYDROLOGY
3.9.1 Effects of urbanIsation on catchment response
Problem I
ObjectIve ,
To InvestIgate the sIgnificant aspects of urban development responsible
for these changes, and to develop models to predict these changes on
ungauged catchments.
UrbanisatIon has a marked effect on flood magnitude and frequency, which
may be Important for problems of river basin management, and in particular
the design of rIver works and storage ponds downstream of urban areas. The
present technIques for quantifyIng the effects of urbanisation on
catchment response could be ImprOVed by further research.
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Des=lption •
Objective:
Description •
HAFF
ClientEnd
1990
Duration
Years
::>
Duration
Years
Av cost
£k/yr
18
Existing project
3.9.2 Flood risk assessment with level affected outfalls
Urbanisation &
catchment response
Problem :
Host outfalls and overflows from sewer systems can be affected by
backwater from high levels in receiving waters. Current predictions of
global climate change imply that there will be significant rises In sea
level that will affect the viability of many drainage systems. At present
there is no widely avai lable methodology for assessing the detrimental
effects of sea-level rise on a given drainage system.
A new subcatchment hydrological event model Is being developed to assist
engineers In planning and design studies.
To develop computer software and guidance for drainage engineers to assess
the risks of flooding and restricted flow In sewers sUbject to tidal and
other downstream Influences.
Fluvial and coastal catchments with concurrent time-series of rainfall and
downstream levels would be selected. The data would be analysed to
develop appropriate risk assessment procedures that would be Implemented
In a software package.
Proposed project Av cost
£k/yr
Flood risk assessment with 50
level affected outfalls
3.9.3 Remote sensing for urban hydrologY
Problem I
In the past estimates of different land use In urban areas has been based
on expensive ground surveys. Research Is needed to develop remote sensing
techniques for carrying out effective and accurate land use surveys.
Better estimates of Impervious areas will be -Invaluable for the planning
and design of cost effective urban drainage and sewage systems.
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Problell •
3.10.1 Environmental Information Centre
3.10 ENVIRONKENTAL DATABASES and DATA KANAGEKENT SYSTEKS
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Duration
Years
Remote sensing for urban 21
hydrology
Proposed project Av cost
f.k/yr
Objective •
Description :
Objective •
To compare remotely sensed Impervious area estimates with those derived
from ground surveys.
The resolution of remotely sensed data now means that surveys of land-use,
and In particular Impervious areas, in urban areas can be carried out
accurately and efficiently. Selection of sultabie urban catchments for
study will be based on the avaIlabIlIty of approprIate data. DIfferences
between remote-sens Ing der Ived resu Its and ground truth data wIII be
compared to assess the achIeved accuracy.
Description •
Research Into the natural envIronment Is critically dependent on the
existence of relevant high quality data that can be easily accessed.
AI though there are many sources of relevant data the data are stored In
many different locations and In a variety of forms. The collation of all
reievant Information for a specific research or applied project Is often
far from straightforward. The archiving of envlronmentai data needs to be
Improved if the best use of available Information Is to be achieved.
To maintain a national envlronmentai database.
The NERC TFSD is unique In Britain In the voiume and extent of the
environmental data It hoids, and In the sophistication of the management
systems for data Interrogation and analysis.
The Environmentai Information centre (ErC) has recently been established
as a focus for the acquisition, storage and disseminatIon of data and
Information on the terrestrial environment. The ErC Includes three
operational groups, remote sensing for land resource assessment; digital
geographic Information systems, Biologlcai Records Centre. All aspects of
the Erc work are of potentlai reievance to research into river
management.
L- _
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Description •
(note this is a statutory duty under the 1973 \later Act that has been
passed from DoE to NERC by a permanent PESC transfer)
Continued support of the archive, and the associated research and
development programme, Is essential If the accurate hydrological data and
statistics required for present planning and operational purposes are to
be efficiently provided.
DoE &
NCC
Client
·NERC
Client
End
End
long-term
Duration
Years
long-term
Duration
Years
Av cost
£k/yr
Av cost
£k/yr
250
3.10.2 National surface water archive
Existing project
Environmental Information 300
Centre
Probiem :
River flow data are necessary for all aspects of river basin planning and
management. The demands for data range from small sets of local data, to
the very large data volumes required to service the operational and design
functions of the water industry as well as national and international
research programmes. ~hllst data are collected by separate authorities It
was cons Idered necessary to set up a centra I i sed arch ive charged with
providing a comprehensive service of data publication and retrieval for
all potential users.
Objective I
To maintain the existing facilities provided by the national surface water
archive, to enhance the retrieval options and to ensure publication of the
Hydrological Yearbook by OCtober of the following year.
Existing project
National surface water
archive
Stewardship of the National Surface ~ater Archive was transferred to IH in
1982. A comprehens ive su Ite of standard and more spec iaI i sed retr ieva I
techniques has been developed to meet the broadly based demand for river
flow data. The eXisting faciiities offered by the archive wiii be
supported and enhanced to make the best use of newly developed
technologies such as digital mapping, graphical systems and also allow
on-line access.
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Problem •
ObJectives:
Objective :
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long-term
Duration
Years
Av cost
rJ</yr
140
--- -------
Description
1) To make comprehensive and consistent sets of water quality data
available in printed and computer compatible form that will complement the
existing surface water archive.
2) To assist with compilation and publication of the results of the 1990
River Water Quality Survey using digital river network mapping
techniques.
A quality archive would be operated In the same way as the flow archive,
In that the project would be responsible for assembling, checking, storing
and pUbl1 shlng the data collected by the various agencies that operate
quality networks.
Her HaJesty's Inspectorate of Pollution (HHIP) have been responsible for
the online Harmonlsed Honltorlng Archive: there have been suggestions that
this might be Integrated with the Surface Water Archive at IH, who already
publish a small sample of key river quality Information.
3.10.3 National Water Quality Archive
River water quality is becoming an increasingly important issue for water
supply as well as environmental concerns. To date no comprehensive
national water quality archive has been compiled although many
organisations monitor quality both on a routine and a project specific
basis.
Proposed proJect
National water quality
archive
Hany biological data for UK rivers exist. These data are of Immediate use
for water quality and conservation, and also provide a baseline against
which any future changes can be assessed. However there are many
Important data sets that could be made more widely available If a
comprehensive archive were to be set up.
3.10.4 National biological archive
Problem •
It Is proposed that the Biological Records Centre (BRC) provide the
arch Ive for all Information on the distribution of freshwater organisms,
which would complement existing surface water archives and the proposed
water quality archive.
.------_. -_._----
Problem :
Description ,
Objective ,
3.10.5 National biological classification of rivers
long-term
Duration
Years
Av cost
£k/yr
150
Proposed proJect
National biological
archive
The expertise of FBA and their existing biological data archive would be
linked to the BRC scheme to form the basis of a national archive on
freshwater organisms.
The ranking of rivers on the basis of water quail ty and biological
Indicators Is an Important component of the national river quality survey.
The FBA have devised a classification system for predicting the species to
be expected at a given site from Its phys ica I and chell Ica I cond It Ions.
This system would be a very effective way of Improving the coverage of the
bloioglcal Information to be Included in the next River lIater Quality
Survey.
To develop a banding system for biological quality on a national basis.
Oescr IptIon •
The FBA has gathered detailed Information about the Invertebrate
communities at many sites on 77 rivers In mainland Britain. The system
will form part of the next River ~ater Quality Survey. and Is being
adapted for use on microcomputers. Comparison of Indices designed to
assess river water quality on the basis of chemical and biological
criteria respectively will also be carried out.
Existing projects Av cost Duration End Client
£k/yr Years
River invert. prediction 50 liAs
classification system jointly
RIVPACS
Natural &polluted river 170 DoE/Others
communities
PropoSed proj eets Av cost Duration
£k/yr Years
Banding system for quail ty 40 1
surveys
Support for RIVPACS 140 0
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Problem ,
Description ,
Objective I
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Client
DoE, DEn
&others
EndDuration
Years
ongoing400
Av cost
£k/yr
3.10.6 Land use change In Britain
Land use In Britain has been changing but statistics are scattered.
Future changes are likely to occur bu their geographical distribution and
ecological consequences, Including hydrological and hydrochemical, need to
be assessed for planning. HE undertook a national survey, based on
stratified sampling of 32 land classes, In 1978 and again In 1984. A
repeat survey Is planned for 1990 to continue assessment of change In land
use and land cover. The data base has been widely used In analysis of
actua I and potent Ia I change in I and management, a I ternat Ive crops and
environmental Impact assessment.
To maintain a data base for application In planning and research.
To determine the rate, type and distribution of land use change in Britain
and Its environmental consequences.
Existing project
Land use change and
ecological Impacts
The data base developed from the previous surveys will be expanded by
further field sampling, both In time and space. Integration with the
recently established Environment Information Centre 13.10.1) Is a high
priority and collaboration with the river communities 13.10.5) and other
water data bases Is a logical development.
3.11 REGIONAL DATA ANALYSIS
3.11.1 Water Information systems (WIS)
Problem •
Haps are a fundamental source of physical data for hydrological analyses,
however only a fraction of the Information potentially available can be
taken manually from maps. Conversion of maps to digital form allows much
more Information to be abstracted from the maps and makes many new
approaches to hydrological analysis possible. Continued research Is
essential If the best use of the available techniques Is to be made.
Problem I
Objective.
Objective •
Description I
MAFF
Client
HAFF
Client
End
End
ongoing
Duration
Years
ongoing
Duration
Years
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Av cost
£k/yr
88
Av cost
£k/yr
EXisting project
At present Improvements are being made to the techniques for data capture,
validation and storage, from which new methods to analyse and Interpret
catchment characteristics will follow. Such thematic Information In
digital form is becoming indispensable for developing Improved methods of
flood and low-flow estimation.
3.11.2 Digital terrain model (DTM) application In water management
ijater information systems 240
To make geographical Information systems technology available for a wide
range of water related studies.
The UK-wide dIgital terrain model of a 50m X 50m grid of heights now gives
a complete 3-D description of the land surface In a form suitable for
digital analysis. Other physical Information for salls, land-use and
geology need to be digitised and Incorporated Into the database so that a
large number of catchment characteristics can be accurately and
efficiently derived for any point In a river network.
Description I
To establ ish a set of techniques for combining and Interpreting digital
cartographic data together with key environmental data sets for low-flow
estimation and pollution forecasting.
Existing project
Database operation &
thematic stUdies
The resu I ts of th i5 type of work have Important Imp II cat Ions In the
estimation of flow characteristics at ungauged sites and thus will be
vital for setting the consent conditions of effluent discharges. In
combination with flow and water quality data, the digital Information will
make possible the automatic production of river quality and other types of
map.
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3.12.1 Micro FSR
Objective:
Description :
Description :
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NERC
ClientEnd
3
Duration
Years
long-term
Duration
Years
42
Av cost
£k/yr
80
Av cost
k/yr
20
Digital mapping for
low-flow pollution
3.12 TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
Proposed project
Problem :
Many analytical techniques and data processing procedures developed In the
course of scientific research programmes could have widespread application
in the water industry. This may also be true of programs and techniques
developed In Individual Water Authority offices. There Is a need to
promote the transformationof specialist computer programs Into coherent
user friendly and well documented software packages.
To make various analytical techniques and software packages developed
during scientIfic research programmes Into more generalised user-friendly
packages for use throughout the UK water Industry.
To date programs from Individual sections within 1H have been developed
Into professional software packagesl this appraoch could be extended to
other orgaInIsatlons such as the NRA.
Existing project
Hlcro FSR
The Flood Studies Report (FSR) techniques are In widespread use In the UK.
The design procedure has now been Incorporated Into PC based software -
Hlcro FSR - that contains the latest supplementary reports. Future
developments are aimed at linking micro FSR to the a digital map database,
so that abstraction of catchment characteristics may be automated.
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3.12.2 HYDATA
Further developments to give an Interactive, menu driven model with
extensIve graphics would allow the model to be used by pollution
Inspectors and planning officers at regional NRA centres.
The QUASAR water quality model was developed by IH for a specific
applIcatIon. There is a need for a more generalised model for use on mIcro
and mini computers, to allow regional offices to model water quality
problems for use In planning and operational studies.
NERC
ClientEnd
long-term
Duration
Years
2
Duration
Years
Av cost
£k/yr
20
Av cost
£k/yr
25
Existing project
3.12.3 Hicro-based water guallty model
HYDATA
Description :
Description ,
Description :
HYDATA Is a micro-based hydrological database and data processing system,
designed for a wide range of users concerned with the storage, checking,
presentatIon and analysis of hydrological data. It Is especially useful
for project studies.
IH Is further developing a water quality model to handle both continuous
and Intermittent poInt and diffuse sources of pollution. The model Is
structured to ease transfer to other river basins, and to run on a range
of microcomputers. It has general purpose application for both
operatIonal and planning purposes, with external variables being set by
the user for the chosen basin and application.
3.12.4 HAGIC
Develop micro based
quail ty model
HAGIC (Hodel of Acidification of Groundwaters In catchments) Is a user
friendly programme for simulating long term changes In acidification. It
can be used to assess the effects of changing deposition levels from
atmospheric pollution and from changing land use such as afforestation.
Proposed project
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HAGIC Is currently being applied to many catchments In the UK, but further
development of the software and documentation Is necessary If It Is to be
made more widely available and of.greater use to regional authorities.
Proposed project
Micro-based MAGIC
Av cost
£k/yr
20
Duration
Years
2
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